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ABSTRACT
The aim of this article is to share our experience in compressor acoustic calculation using the free solver
Code_Aster. We will review some typical compressor noise problem, how we modelize them and some results
examples. Muffler transmission loss with different acoustic termination, acoustic field inside compressor cavity and
rigid body motion of the shell, compressor shell acoustic radiation are some of the case study discussed in this
article. Code_Aster is a free and powerful solver developed by EDF, the French electricity company. It is an
attractive solution for all company that cannot afford the cost of a commercial acoustic code.

1. INTRODUCTION
Compressor noise is one of key parameter for customers. Due to the complexity of acoustic phenomena and to avoid
time consuming trial and error test improvement of compressor noise relay heavily on numerical simulation.
Commercial acoustic code cost a lot of money. EDF a French company of power industry has edited a solver for its
internal purpose. To ensure a quick development and error correction, the idea of free distribution of the code as
emerge. The solver can handle several physical domain : static and dynamic structural analysis, thermal analysis,
acoustic. In 2006, CETIM proposed TECUMSEH EUROPE to use Code_Aster for acoustic calculation and
structural dynamics. We will first present briefly code aster and then continue by some simulation example in
acoustic calculation (muffler) and structural acoustic (radiation calculation)

2. CODE_ASTER USE
Code_aster is a general purpose Finite Elements solver, developed by the French electricity company EDF since
1989. It is used by EDF for its internal needs in computational mechanics, and has been released as an open source
code since 2001. It covers the main domains of computation required in mechanical engineering, as static and
dynamic structural mechanics, thermal, acoustics, metallurgy…, and complies to the ISO 9001 quality assurance
requirements [1][2].
By itself, Code Aster is only a Finite Elements solver, and must be embed in a chain of numerical tools to be
functional: pre-processor, meshing tool, and post-processor. The Salome Platform provides such an embedding
environment[3]. The pre-post processing software GMSH is another powerful alternative[4].
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The figure below sum up very schematically the process of solving a simulation problem with Code_Aster.
A mesh file must be provided. Several mesh file formats may be used by Code_Aster.
The numerical problem to solve is described in a script written in Python language, a well known language in the
scientific community. Python script is composed of commands that describe the solving process to be done. In most
cases, the script will contains the serial suite of commands that corresponds to the standard finite element analysis
approach:
• loads mesh file,
• defines the type of finite elements to apply to the mesh and the type of the analysis to be done,
• affects the material properties to the elements,
• defines the boundary conditions and loads,
• assembles the matrix, and solve the resulting linear system,
• creates the output files containing the results for post-processing purposes.
Some of the standard commands that are used in Harmonic Analysis are listed in table1. For non standard analysis,
Code_Aster scripts can use all the functionalities provided by the Python language, as conditional branching and
loops.
Two acoustic models are available in Code-Aster.
• The first one, ‘ACOUSTIC’ modelisation, only takes the fluid into accounts. The unknown is the pressure
fluctuations in the fluid. One limitation of this modelisation is that the coupling with structural vibration field is
not implemented, and must be done by Python scripting in case of vibro-acoustic chained computation.
• The second one, ‘3D_FLUIDE’, allows a fully coupled structural and acoustic model, i.e. the displacement field
in the structure and the pressure field in the fluid are solved simultaneously. One drawback is that an
intermediary unknown, the displacement potential, is added in the fluid in order to get symmetrical matrix that
results in an increase of the size of the problem and lead to difficulties to handle some boundary conditions.
In the following paragraphs, examples of both modelisation approaches are given.
Output file
Mesh (IDEAS universal file
format for example) with
groups of nodes or elements

Python Commande file
describing the simulation
BC apply on groups

Post Processing
Visualising (Gmsh for example)

Code_Aster
FE model creation and
resolution

Figure 1: Basic structure of a simulation with Aster

3. EXAMPLE 1 – INTERNAL ACOUSTICS - MUFFLER
One important sound path of reciprocating compressor, especially in the low frequency range, is the suction line.
First step toward the design of a muffler is to analyse the frequencies the muffler must stop. This may be done by an
analysis of the free shell cavity modes (see example 2). Once frequencies that our muffler must stop are clearly
defined we will test numerically several design options and keep that with the higher acoustic attenuation and lower
pressure drop.
Muffler will be reactive type. This is because absorbent may be polluted by oil and loss their effectiveness with
time. Typical muffler elements will be Helmholtz resonator and expansion chamber connected with pipe of different
length and section.
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Most of the time Transmission Loss is the criteria used to rank the different options. Typical TL results are show
figure 1 for an Helmholtz resonator and two expansion chambers mufflers.
We will assume perfectly rigid muffler wall. We will use Aster 3D acoustic resolution scheme. Starting from a CAD
model, a 2D mesh will be done on muffler inlet and outlet. This 2D mesh is necessary for Aster to apply boundaries
conditions. Volume will be mesh by 3D elements. In our example, a mesh file in Universal File Format, created
from a CAD input file by a commercial software, has been used. We suppose that the inlet is connected to a flow
source (cylinder head plenum). Inlet BC will be a velocity source uin = 1 m/s apply on the inlet 2D mesh. Muffler
termination is anechoic. We set the anechoic impedance zout = ρc on 2D muffler outlet mesh.
Aster DYNA_LINE_HARM operator will give the solutions of the Helmholtz equations [5] : the pressure field at
nodes. Aster will not compute directly the Transmission loss of the muffler. This calculation are easily done in
python script : incident pressure wave and reflected pressure wave are given by A = ( p + zu ) / 2 and
B = ( p − zu ) / 2 with p and u the acoustic pressure and particle velocity at the muffler inlet. Transmission loss is
then found with TL = 10 log(T ) , T = 1 /(1 − R 2 ) and R = B / A .

3D mesh and boundaries conditions applied on
2D mesh at inlet and outlet

Pressure field module in decibel scale at the Helmholtz
resonance frequency (400 Hz)

Figure 2: inputs and outputs of a aster acoustic calculation
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Figure 3: Transmission loss results for an Helmholtz and a 2 expansion chamber muffler. Frequency axis for sound
speed c = 170 m/s. Vertical dashed line indicate the cavity acoustic modes that must be canceled (see example 2).
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Transmission loss is a very useful criteria for muffler design ranking but is a rather difficult to measure properly. For
muffler test we use the set up of figure 4. Microphone 1 and 2 give the incident pressure. Microphone 3 gives an
idea of acoustic power output assuming the muffler radiate in half space Prad = 2πR 2 p 2 / ρc . The ratio of incident
power over the radiated power give the attenuation of the muffler Loss = 10 log( Pincid / Prad ) .
As the muffler radiate in free space the acoustic termination is no longer anechoic. This case may be handle in Aster
by replacing the anechoic termination by the impedance z out = ρc .5r 2 k 2 + j.85kr with k = 2πf / c wave number
and r outlet radius. That is the impedance of a radiating baffled piston of radius r. Because solution are solve for
each frequency in a python loop, implementing such impedance varying with frequency is straight forward.

(

)

Figure 5shows calculation results (in brown) and measurement results of 5 muffler samples (in blue) radiating in
free space.

Figure 4: Muffler test set up. Microphone 1 and 2 give the incident wave.
Assuming a 1/2 noise radiation at muffler mouth, microphone 3 give the radiated power.
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Figure 5: Simulation / test comparisons using measurement set up of figure 3 and code Aster for the simulation.
Frequency axis for c = 170 m/s (fluid sound speed) and 340 m/s (air sound speed)
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4. - EXAMPLE 2 – INTERNAL ACOUSTICS, COMPRESSOR SHELL
On way the compressor radiate noise in low frequency is by rigid body modes. Rigid motion may by induce by
unbalanced pressure force inside compressor shell. The acoustic cavity modes analysis help identify the cavity
modes than may produce unbalanced pressure force. This will be the first step before designing a new muffler.
Below is an example of the free volume, the mesh and normal modes. Frequencies are given for sound speed of 170
m/s. Notice that kit volume has been remove from the interior shell volume.
On this example we clearly see that first 4 modes generate unbalanced pressure force and will produce rigid body
motion of compressor.
Normal modes will be calculated by the Code_Aster operator MODE_ITER_SIMULT. Result will be in our case
the acoustic pressure of the modes.

Figure 6: Compressor shell free volume and acoustic modes pressure field post-process in gmsh.
Pressure scale as been set to give phase and anti-phase zone. Frequencies given for sound speed c = 170 m/s.

5. EXAMPLE 3 - EXTERNAL ACOUSTICS, ACADEMIC EXAMPLE – RADIATION
OF A BAFFLE PLATE
Contrary to the Boundary Element Method, the Finite Element method implies that the air domain has to be meshed.
As only a finite volume of air around the structure can be taken into account, one must assure that the boundary
conditions that are used on the external surface of the air domain will allows to correctly represents the nonreflecting wave behavior that is encountered in free-field conditions. The approaches that are used in the major
dedicated acoustic software (infinite elements, perfectly matching layers, …) are not implemented in Code_Aster,
so a simplified approach has been used here, in the form of an impedance boundary condition on the external
surface. While approximate, it has proven to be efficient and accurate enough for engineering purposes.
The air domain around the radiating structure is limited by a half sphere, and the acoustic impedance on the air
boundary is the impedance of a radiating monopole, being:

z=ρc

1
1 + jkr

(1)

The approximation is good when the air surface is far enough from the radiating structure, what ‘far enough’ means
having to be determined by test.
The example geometry is a 1m x 1m baffle plate radiating in the surrounding air.
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The air is represented by a half sphere surrounding the plate. The air is meshed with 4 nodes tetrahedrons. The size
of the cells is shorter than one sixth of the acoustic wavelength at the maximal computed frequency. The plate is
mesh with 3 nodes triangles, whose size is set to one sixth of the flexural wavelength in the plate at the maximal
computed frequency.
The mesh has been created with gmsh software. Figure 7 shows the mesh obtained with the 1m half sphere diameter.

Figure 7: Mesh of the plate and the surrounding air, sphere diameter 1m.
The model used in Code_Aster is the ‘ACOUSTIC’ 3D model. As the impedance boundary condition on the
external surface is frequency dependant, a Python loop through the frequencies is used to build the second member
and solve the system using the ‘DYNA_LINE_HARM’ harmonic solver.
Figure 7 shows the acoustic field computed at 1000 Hz for a uniform velocity of the plate.
The computation has been done in Code_Aster for a 0.8 m and 1m half sphere diameter. For that simple case, an
exact solution can be computed easily using the Rayleigh integral, and be used as reference. This computation has
been done in matlab. Figure 7 shows that the results are coherent between the approachs, despite the difference in
the size of the model (182000 tetras in the 0.8 m diameter case, and 413000 tetras for the 1m case).

Figure 8: Radiation of a flat baffle plate at 1000 Hz, with a uniform velocity. Code_Aster results (dB field viewed
in gmsh), with a 0.8 m air half sphere (left), a 1.0 m air half sphere (center), and computed in matlab using the
Rayleigh integral(right).
Figure 8 shows the displacement in the plate and the resulting acoustic field when the plate is excited by a local
force. The procedure that has been used in Code_Aster to get this result is the following:
- Computes the plate vibrations ‘In Vacuo’, without taking the air into account.
- Projects the velocity field on the acoustic mesh, and use that velocity field to build the assembled vector used as
second member of the linear system to be solved.
- Solve the acoustic problem.
As mentioned above, this chaining is not included natively in Code_Aster and has been implemented by using the
Python functionalities in the Code_Aster script.
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Figure 9: Radiation of a flat baffle plate at 500 Hz, excited by a local force.
Pressure field in dB viewed in gmsh,.

5. EXAMPLE 4 - EXTERNAL ACOUSTICS – RADIATION OF COMPRESSOR SHELL
The approach described in the former paragraph has been used to compute the radiation factors of an hermetic
compressor shell. In that case, the volume of air surrounding the shell is delimited by a spherical surface with a
diameter of 0.35m. The mesh, generated by gmsh, is shown in picture 10. The volume contains 97000 4 nodes
tetrahedrons.

Figure 10: Mesh of the compressor shell and the surrounding air.

Two types of internal load have been used: an internal homogeneous pressure field, and a local force. At low
frequencies, the radiation factor of the shell depends strongly on the nature of the load, as can be seen in picture 11,
while above the first modal frequencies of the shell, the radiation factors are closer.
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Figure 11: Radiation factor.
With the ‘3D_FLUID’ coupled model, it is possible to combine the acoustic behavior of the internal fluid, as in
example 2, with the induced vibration of the shell and the external radiation. The geometry taken into account is a
simplified compressor structure, with an internal velocity source inside, representing the inlet muffler aspiration.
The external air is bounded by a 0.5 m half sphere.

Figure 12 : Compressor geometry and full mesh.

The compressor shell is represented by 3 surface mesh at the same location: One for the shell by itself, treated as 3
node triangular plate elements, and, on both side, two coupling surfaces with the internal and external fluid
(‘3D_FLUI_STRU’ elements). The model uses the volume to shell projection ability of Code_Aster
(‘LIAISON_MAIL’), so that the internal and external surface meshes can be different.
Figure 13 gives some example of the results that have been obtained:
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Figure 13 : Pressure field (left) and compressor shell displacement (right) at 280 Hz (top) and at 730 Hz (bottom)

6. CONCLUSIONS
Code_aster is a free FE solver that may be used for acoustic calculation. We use this tool at Tecumseh Europe for all
our Muffler calculations. CETIM use this solver for structural and acoustic simulation, and for training purposes.
While open-source, the examples shown here have proven that this software as the ability to handle most of the
complex vibro-acoustic computations needed for the compressor design.
The null license price is attractive, but the learning effort, that appears to be more important than what is required
for most commercial software, has also to be taken into account. Using Aster needs some knowledge on how FE
simulation works.
One way of using Code_Aster is through python script. Once the script is written for a basic analysis it can be reused for same subsequent analysis. This may be very useful for sensitivity analysis.
Script examples may be provided on request by the authors.

NOMENCLATURE
c
k
r
z

ρ

sound velocity in air
wave number
half sphere radius
air impedance
air density

(m/s)
(1/m)
(m)
(kg/m².s)
(kg/m3)
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